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10 Years of Changing the Conversation

now more than ever, Climate one’s role as convener, 
connector and conversation leader is imperative. 
Climate disruption is a problem requiring an all-hands-
on-deck approach, but the citizenry is divided about  
the nature and scale of the phenomenon and the most 
productive way to address it. Climate One has created  
a welcoming place where the systemic is made personal 
— and vice versa — for every speaker, attendee and 
listener. Bringing a broad, journalistic perspective to the 
conversation on climate change and its consequences, 
we have hosted significant and influential discussions  
for 10 years.

During Climate One’s 10th anniversary year, we’re 
doubling down on our mission to make sure the 
conversation around climate change remains robust, 
diverse and at the forefront of our civic dialogue.  
we’re going beyond simply raising awareness. we’re  
catalyzing action — without villainizing individuals or 
groups. we’re illuminating the web of interrelated issues 
that impact the interconnected global economy and 
ecosystems. and we’re setting the stage for adversaries 
to develop empathy for each other’s perspectives —  
and perhaps become partners who develop solutions 
that inspire us all. Together, we are changing the 
conversation.
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greg dalton returns from arctic expedition to found Climate one.

Climate one radio show begins on KrCb.

monthly Climate one tv show begins on KrCb. 

Climate one goes to Copenhagen for u.n. climate summit (Cop 15).

secretary of state hillary Clinton appears at Climate one to talk about public diplomacy and the interconnections 
between energy, the economy and the environment.

dr. richard alley is awarded the first annual stephen schneider award.

Climate one podcast launches.

first Climate one scholarship winner travels to arctic with students on ice.

environmental activist bill mcKibben sits down with former shell oil president John hofmeister at Climate one  
to talk about the future of fossil fuels and the companies that produce them.

texas governor rick perry visits Climate one to discuss energy production and independence, citing  
texas’ leadership.

former treasury secretary hank paulson visits Climate one and explicitly connects the dots between climate 
change and the economy.

Climate one goes to paris for u.n. climate summit (Cop 21).

dr. Jane goodall celebrates her 83rd birthday at Climate one.

Climate one covers the people’s Climate march in Washington, d.C., hosts a show at the newseum.

the Climate one podcast is downloaded nearly 700,000 times annually, setting a new level of program 
engagement around the world.

for 10 years, we have tackled the most  

important issue of our time.
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2017 bY the numbers
Climate one at the CommonWealth Club

 33 live shows

 41 Climate one episodes

 124 radio stations

 5,961 attendance at live shows

 699,397 podcast downloads
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above  Climate One 

founder and host 

Greg Dalton in  

2017 at the Ilulissat 

Icefjord, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site  

in Greenland, 150 

miles north of the 

Arctic Circle.

dear friends ,

Climate one’s 10th anniversary year as a 

project of the Commonwealth Club was 

full of milestones. our weekly radio show 

reached a national audience when it was 

picked up by npr now on sirius Xm and 

WCpn in Cleveland. listeners downloaded 

our podcast nearly 700,000 times. and, in 

october, we moved into our beautiful new 

home on the san francisco waterfront. 

most important, we continued to lead the 

conversation on climate change, hosting 

experts with diverse viewpoints and 

innovative ideas for a better future. 

it was an exciting year, but not without its 

challenges. the united states wondered 

what the arrival of a new administration 

would mean for climate change. Would 

the new president revive the coal 

industry? Would he withdraw from the 

paris agreement in defiance of worldwide 

consensus? as we forged our way through 

a politically chaotic time, and numerous 

federal climate-oriented regulations were 

rolled back, we also saw corporations, 

cities, states and other nations continue  

to reduce their carbon dependence. and 

at Climate one, the conversation 

continued undeterred.

because climate change doesn’t exist in a 

vacuum, we continued to explore a wide 

range of interconnected, climate-related 

issues, including the economy, energy, 

food, water and environmental justice. 

our many guests included influential 

journalists and politicians, and cultural, 

social and environmental leaders such as 

The New Yorker writer Jane mayer, former 

vice president al gore, television science 

personality bill nye, civil rights veteran 

rev. dr. gerald durley, legendary 

conservationist Jane goodall and the 

world-renowned artist ai Weiwei. 

true to our mission to include all voices  

in the conversation, we were glad to host 

an array of leaders with more conservative 

viewpoints, including former head of  

shell oil John hofmeister, former u.s. 

representative bob inglis (r-sC), and 

hoover institute research fellow  

Jeremy Carl. by inviting multiple, 

contrasting perspectives, we offered 

guests and listeners the chance to  

make up their own minds about some  

of the most complicated climate-related 

issues, including persistent climate-

change denial. 

We believe people are more motivated  

to take action when they are inspired by 

solutions rather than driven by fear. our 

mission is to change the conversation 

around climate change and steer it  

toward action-provoking solutions. at  

a recent gathering of foundation 

executives, California governor Jerry 

brown said, “We are facing extinction ...  

or enlightenment.” in our most optimistic 

moments, we’d like to believe that  

Climate one won’t be needed 10 years 

from now. in case we are, though, we will 

spend the next decade working to create 

opportunities for enlightenment — both 

for ourselves and the generations that 

follow. thank you for joining us.

Warm regards, 

greg dalton 

executive Producer and Host 

Climate One at the Commonwealth Club

We believe people are more motivated to take action when they 

are inspired by solutions rather than driven by fear.

inCome

eXpense

Climate One fiscal year July 1, 2016, to June 30, 2017

*due to gaap accounting rules, the timing of multi-year grants can cause deficits 
or surpluses in certain fiscal years.
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CritiCal issues of energY, eConomY 

and the environment have beCome 

inCreasinglY interdependent. at 

Climate one, talKing about a single 

issue means talKing about the 

others. here We highlight some of 

the pressing questions We eXplored 

With our guests in 2017,  and some of 

their most Compelling responses.
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most states in the united states have made their commitments 

under the Clean power plan, and most are not going to unwind 

those policies because they’re driving innovation in the state. 

they’re attracting corporations that have already made 

commitments to renewable energy, and most are seeing  

future jobs. —amY mYers Jaffe ,  exeCutive DireCtOr Of energY  

anD sustainaBilitY at uC Davis graDuate sCHOOl Of management

energY
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how intimately are energy production and 
consumption connected with our everyday lives? 
beyond the energy we use to drive, stay warm and 
cook, what about the larger energy infrastructures that 
run our cities, underpin our economies and contribute 
to greenhouse gas emissions? Climate One asks vital 
questions about energy, inviting many voices to discuss 
ways of producing and regulating energy for the 
common good.

this year we talked a lot about the potential effects of 
the new administration’s energy policies. a newly 
restructured environmental Protection agency 
conducted a review of the Clean Power Plan and 
recommended its repeal, while also acting to bolster the 
coal industry. However, most energy experts believe that 
while there may be a slowdown in the transition away 
from fossil fuels, investment and innovation in renewable 
energy are strong and unlikely to stop.
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What is the real economic impact of climate disruption? 
beyond creating opportunity for “green jobs,” what 
about more complex consequences, like widening 
income disparities? What are the real costs of oil 
company subsidies and clean energy subsidies? 
Climate One invites economists and policymakers to 
discuss evolving tax policies, financial incentives for 
businesses that honor the environment, and economic 
opportunities for nations willing to mitigate climate 
disruption.

growth is only half the story. the other half is efficiency. if  

you can make more money with less inputs, that’s more profit.  

that’s a good thing for business. —adam davis ,  managing Partner  

at eCOsYstem investment Partners

we’re seeing that many businesses that rely on growth 
and consumption are learning to align their profits with 
the health of the planet. and, despite changing 
incentives and priorities at the state and federal levels, 
green businesses, especially wind, are thriving. as emily 
Kirsch, co-founder and CeO of Powerhouse, puts it, 
“those that know the industry know that this is one of 
the greatest wealth generating opportunities in the 
history of humanity ― not just in our lifetime.”

eConomY
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how do we feed the world’s growing population? What 
is the impact of shifting weather patterns on crop 
yields? how can farming technologies evolve in a 
responsible way? are gmos a required part of the 
solution? Climate One connects thought leaders from 
points all along the food supply chain, engaging them in 
conversation to change the way we think about what we 
eat for the better.

food

food is one of the most controversial issues we deal 
with at Climate One. what we eat and how we grow it, 
how far it travels from farm to table and how much is 
wasted on the way are all factors complicating the 
solutions that will make our food system sustainable. as 
we examine tradeoffs between increased production 
through new technologies and their effect on climate 
change, we’re asking tough questions without easy 
answers.

gmos have made it possible to produce more corn with less 

land, less water, less energy and with a more positive  

carbon footprint than you could 30 years ago. —John purCell ,  

viCe PresiDent anD glOBal r&D leaD at mOnsantO COmPanY
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how can technology be leveraged to create 
sustainable products and counteract the dirtiest 
consequences of climate disruption? how can we use 
big data to create weather models that allow for the 
planning of long-term solutions? how can we realize 
the promise of closed-loop recycling systems? Climate 
One explores the potential of technology to accelerate 
measurable results and inspire a new generation of 
climate-conscious citizens.

teChnologY

especially when they are paired with lithium-ion batteries, 

scooters have the potential to transform two-wheel mobility  

into something that can move a lot of people. they’re going  

to change the walkable, livable scale and nature of our 

communities. —dannY KennedY ,  fOunDer Of sungevitY;  managing 

DireCtOr Of tHe CalifOrnia Clean energY funD

in the parlance of silicon valley, renewable energy is 
poised to “disrupt” the fossil fuels industry; it also gets 
much of the attention from the popular media. But other, 
exciting new innovations — including electric bikes and 
batteries to store energy from rooftop solar — are poised 
to give the cleantech industry a boost.
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how do we address water, one of the natural 
resources most profoundly affected by climate 
disruption? how do we capture, conserve and 
responsibly deploy one of our greatest connectors, 
which covers more than 70 percent of the earth’s 
surface and makes up about 60 percent of the human 
body? Climate One engages diverse voices in the water 
conversation, bringing together thought leaders and 
activists alike to talk about positive change.

there are a lot of solutions that we haven’t even begun to tap.  

it’s an integrated kind of thinking with environmentalists, 

government agencies and farmers figuring out how to solve 

problems, versus talking past each other, that we need more  

than ever, and i’m seeing it happen. —feliCia marCus ,  CHair Of 

CalifOrnia state water resOurCes COntrOl BOarD

Humankind has always dealt with periods of too much  
or too little water, and the juxtapositions between floods 
and droughts are growing ever more extreme. solutions 
include better urban infrastructure to prevent flooding, 
creating flooding in farm fields to replenish groundwater, 
and subsurface irrigation to save water in agriculture.

Water
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What are the true climate implications of fossil-fueled 
automobile and air travel? do high-speed rail and 
high-efficiency airplanes hold the key to balancing 
decreased dependence on fossil fuels with increased 
mobility and convenience? Climate One provides a 
forum for a range of perspectives on the future of 
transportation, with the goal of helping us get to where 
we need to go — responsibly.

transportation

in 1900, you have to look really hard to find the first car. Just  

13 years later, you have to look even harder to find what might  

be the last horse. —amorY lovins ,  CO-fOunDer Of tHe rOCKY  

mOuntain institute

last year, we talked with many experts from the airline 
industry and the public mass transit and urban 
development sectors. we learned that the most rapid 
changes are likely to occur with automobile-based 
transportation. Companies, cities and nations are starting 
to say the days of gasoline cars are numbered.
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When you do polling, you actually see that people of color poll 

the highest on the need to address climate change quickly. 

minorities and economically disadvantaged communities are 

being physically impacted by the local pollution, and they have 

the fewest resources to deal with those impacts. — ingrid brostrom , 

assistant DireCtOr, tHe Center On raCe,  POvertY & tHe envirOnment

What does the intersection of climate change and 
social justice look like? upon which populations do 
some of the most insidious effects of climate disruption 
fall? have the leaders of the climate-change movement 
— to date, mostly white men — consciously reported 
the extent of climate-related injustices toward people 
of color and other minorities? Climate One is asking 
these questions and listening to activists, faith leaders 
and others for answers.

environmental JustiCe

in coming years, it is estimated that more than 10 million 
american refugees — comprised largely of the poor and 
disadvantaged — will be displaced by rising sea levels, 
long-term droughts and other catastrophes. Other public 
health crises stem from marginalized populations living in 
proximity to refinery emissions and other industrial 
pollutants. environmental activists are joining forces with 
social-justice advocates to ensure environmental justice 
for future generations.
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are rising sea levels, explosive population growth and 
commodity price spikes reasons for despair, or 
opportunities for developing resilience? how can 
innovation, prevention and long-term solutions 
strengthen the earth’s ability to withstand the effects 
of climate disruption? Climate One connects 
policymakers with technology titans, urban planners and 
economists to talk about resilient solutions for an 
uncertain future.

resilienCe

public finances are a $3.8 trillion market, yet we have $2 trillion 

of unmet infrastructure needs in the u.s.  it’s a corner of the 

capital markets that hasn’t really benefited from the transparency 

and efficiency that other parts of the capital markets have 

benefited from. We need to design more creatively for this future 

that we are preparing for. —Kirin Jain ,  fOrmer CHief resilienCe OffiCer, 

CitY Of OaKlanD, CalifOrnia

the need for innovative infrastructure surfaces again and 
again as a dominant component of any resilient 
approach. the increasing frequency of climate-related 
natural phenomena makes explicit the need for 
infrastructures that can handle droughts, floods, fires and 
other acute crises. Building the foundation appropriate 
for such an uncertain and unpredictable future will 
require cooperation across cities, states and regions as 
well as financial ingenuity.
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2017 sChneider aWard

dr. miChael e.  mann 

Climate one was proud to present the 

2017 stephen h. schneider award for 

outstanding Climate science 

Communication to dr. michael e. mann for 

his remarkable contributions to climate 

science. the author of more than 200 

peer-reviewed and edited publications, 

mann has also published the books Dire 

Predictions: Understanding Climate 

Change; The Hockey Stick and the 

Climate Wars: Dispatches from the Front 

Lines; and The Madhouse Effect, co-

authored with Washington Post editorial 

cartoonist tom toles. he is also a 

co-founder of the award-winning science 

website RealClimate.org. 

mann is distinguished professor of 

atmospheric science at penn state 

university, with joint appointments in the 

department of geosciences and the earth 

and environmental systems institute. he 

is also director of the penn state earth 

system science Center.

PrOgram HigHligHts

past aWardees

2016 

dr. naomi oreskes

Professor of History of 
science and affiliated 
Professor of earth and 
Planetary sciences, 
Harvard university

2015 

dr. Chris field

Director, Department of 
global ecology, Carnegie 
institution for science

2014 

dr. Jane lubchenco,

Distinguished Professor, 
Oregon state university

2013 

dr. nicholas stern

Chair, grantham research 
institute on Climate Change

2012 

dr. James hansen

Director, nasa goddard 
institute for space studies

2011 

dr. richard alley

Professor of geosciences, 
Penn state university

about the aWard

dr. stephen h. schneider was the first 

member of the Climate one advisory 

Council and planned to attend a Climate 

one event on the day he died in 2010.  

shortly thereafter, Climate one founded 

the annual $15,000 stephen h. schneider 

award, which recognizes a natural or 

social scientist who has made 

extraordinary scientific contributions and 

communicated that knowledge to the 

public in a clear and compelling fashion.

award jury members are: dr. larry 

goulder (economics professor, stanford 

university), dr. ben santer (climate 

researcher, lawrence livermore national 

laboratory) and Cristine russell (senior 

fellow, environment and natural 

resources program, harvard university). 

the jury solicits nominations from a broad 

spectrum of anonymous experts in the 

fields of science and communication.

about stephen h. sChneider

dr. stephen h. schneider was a 

pioneering communicator of climate 

change science and is considered one of 

the founding fathers of climatology. 

Clearly explaining the effects of climate 

disruption in many influential papers and 

forums, he contributed much of the 

empirically based science that proves 

climate change is real. schneider received 

his ph.d. in mechanical engineering and 

plasma physics from Columbia university 

in 1971. he also studied the role of 

greenhouse gases and suspended 

particulate material on climate as a 

postdoctoral fellow at nasa’s goddard 

institute for space studies. the recipient 

of multiple fellowships, schneider was 

elected to the national academy of 

sciences in 2002. 

opposite  top: 2017 Schneider 

award winner Dr. Michael E. Mann. 

middle: Adam Schneider (son of 

Stephen Schneider), Chris Field, 

Michael Mann, Ben Santer,  

Jon Foley and Greg Dalton. 

bottom: Stephen H. Schneider  

at the Global Solutions/Climate 

Change Pavley-Waxman  

Hearing, University of California, 

Los Angeles, August 21, 2009.



students on iCe

a life-changing expedition to the arctic 

prompted greg dalton to start Climate 

one 10 years ago. he is now paying it 

forward through a Climate one 

scholarship for a bay area student to 

attend the students on ice program each 

summer. soi was established in 2000 to 

educate youth about the importance of 

the polar regions, support students’ 

continued growth and inspire global 

sustainability initiatives. since inception, 

soi has taken more than 2,500 students 

and staff on its award-winning educational 

expeditions to the polar regions.

Climate ride

in 2016, Climate one became a 

beneficiary of Climate ride, a nonprofit 

organization producing multiday bike 

rides to raise money for various 

environmental organizations. in addition 

to being a beneficiary, Climate one 

recruited a team of five riders and rode 

more than 300 miles down the California 

coast. in 2017, the team tripled in size to 

15 riders and raised more than $50,000. 

the ride provides another way for Climate 

one to get out into the community, learn 

more about the issues related to climate 

change and build support for the program. 
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sCholarship Winners

2017 

sara ahlich 

2016 

paloma siegel

suryaa murali 

2015 

Kevin huo 

2014 

talia schmitt

mina Ching 

2013 

edmund lau 

2012 

rosemary davies

When i look at where i am right now in the arctic, i feel like this is the place i want 

to spend my whole life trying to save. —paloma siegel ,  2016 sCHOlarsHiP winner
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2017 Climate ride team 

stephen ames

emma-louise anderson

felice berkowitz

Catherine bock

michael bock

mackenzie Crist

greg dalton

Kai dalton

Chip Koch

sarah Koch

Kelli pennington

talia schmitt

devon strolovitch

Cory vangelder

mark Woollen

https://studentsonice.com/
http://www.climateride.org/


24 Jan 2017 doubt, denY or defend: republiCans on Climate Change

Jeremy Carl, research fellow, Hoover institution, stanford university

John hofmeister, former President, shell Oil Company

bob inglis, former u.s. representative, south Carolina

06 feb 2017 Can Clean teCh Clean up our future?

andrew Chung, founder & managing Partner, 1955 Capital

holmes hummel, founder, Clean energy works

danny Kennedy, managing Director, California Clean energy fund

15 feb 2017 Killing the Colorado

Kevin e. Kelley, general manager, imperial irrigation District

abrahm lustgarten, reporter, ProPublica

fran spivy-Weber, vice Chair, California state water resources Control Board

23 feb 2017 WhY faCts don’t trump the president

george lakoff, Professor of linguistics, uC Berkeley

robert rosenthal, executive Director, the Center for investigative reporting

16 mar 2017 Youth in the streets and in the Courts

James Coleman, High school senior; fellow, alliance for Climate education

lou helmuth, Deputy Director, Our Children’s trust

Corina macWilliams, Co-Director, earth guardians 350 Club, south eugene High school

03 apr 2017 Jane goodall in Conversation With Jeff horoWitz and greg dalton

Jane goodall, founder, Jane goodall institute; united nations messenger of Peace

Jeff horowitz, founder, avoided Deforestation Partners

04 apr 2017 Jane maYer: behind darK moneY

Jane mayer, staff writer, The New Yorker; author, Dark Money

12 apr 2017 amorY lovins: peaK Car oWnership

emily Castor, Director of transportation Policy, lyft

amory lovins, Co-founder and Chief scientist, rocky mountain institute

gerry tierney, associate Principal, Perkins + will

19 apr 2017 #resist With annie leonard and shannon Coulter

shannon Coulter, Co-founder, #grabYourwallet

annie leonard, executive Director, greenpeace usa
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sHOws anD guestsbeloW  top l–r: Jane Mayer and Greg Dalton; Rev. Dr. Gerald Durley; Emily Kirsch; Ai Weiwei.  

middle l–r: Felicia Marcus; a budding scientist and Jane Goodall enthusiast; Al Gore; Jane Goodall 

greeting fans. bottom l–r: Audience members; Pennie Opal Plant; members of Idle No More;  

Bruce Gibney.
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25 apr 2017 teXas surprise

Kip averitt, former Chair, texas Clean energy Coalition

stephanie smith, COO, greencastle llC

pat Wood iii, Principal, wood3 resources

29 apr 2017 the neW politiCal Climate

may boeve, executive Director, 350.org

debbie dooley, President, Conservatives for energy freedom; Co-founder, tea Party movement

sheldon Whitehouse, u.s. senator, rhode island

04 maY 2017 hoW Cities Can solve the Climate Challenge

diane doucette, Co-founder and executive Director, Chambers for innovation and Clean energy

elizabeth patterson, mayor, Benicia, California

Carl pope, former executive Director, sierra Club

rod g. sinks, City Council member, Cupertino, California

08 maY 2017 inheriting Climate Change: What Will boomers leave behind?

Carleen Cullen, founder and executive Director, Cool the earth

bruce gibney, author, A Generation of Sociopaths

michael ranney, Professor, graduate school of education, Department of Psychology, uC Berkeley

Wilford Welch, speaker on sustainability and resilience

11  maY 2017 banKing on Change at standing roCK

lynn doan, team leader, Power and gas americas, Bloomberg News

l. frank manriquez, indigenous California artist and activist

pennie opal plant, Co-founder, idle no more sf Bay

24 maY 2017 Water Whiplash

don Cameron, general manager, terranova ranch inc.

felicia marcus, Chair, California state water resources Control Board

barton thompson, robert e. Paradise Professor of natural resources law, stanford university

25 maY 2017 rounding up the faCts on gmos

marcia ishii-eiteman, senior scientist and Director, grassroots science Program, Pesticide action network

scott Kennedy, filmmaker, Food Evolution

John purcell, vice President and global r&D lead, monsanto Company

austin Wilson, environmental Health Program manager, as You sow

01 Jun 2017 trumping the Climate: Coming in hot

gil duran, former spokesman for California gov. Jerry Brown, u.s. sen. Dianne feinstein

amy myers Jaffe, executive Director, energy and sustainability, uC Davis graduate school of management

Jim sweeney, Director, Precourt energy efficiency Center, stanford university

08 Jun 2017 Chain reaCtion: WhY tWo Wheels are better than four

amy harcourt, Co-founder/Principal, Bikes make life Better

Caeli quinn, Co-founder and executive Director, Climate ride

brian Wiedenmeier, executive Director, san francisco Bicycle Coalition

12 Jul 2017 tesla: impossible until it’s not

peter henderson, west Coast Deputy Bureau Chief, Thomson Reuters

ashlee vance, reporter, Bloomberg Businessweek

24 Jul 2017 al gore and an inConvenient sequel: truth to poWer

bonni Cohen, filmmaker

al gore, former vice President

Jon shenk, filmmaker

29 Jul 2017 aligning profits With the planet

gretchen daily, Professor of environmental science, stanford university

adam davis, managing Partner, ecosystem investment Partners

barbara grady, senior writer, GreenBiz.com

29 aug 2017 California’s Climate Crusade

david r. baker, energy reporter, San Francisco Chronicle

mike mielke, senior vice President, environment & energy, silicon valley leadership group

parin shah, senior strategist, asian Pacific environmental network

06 sep 2017 happening With James redford

emily Kirsch, Co-founder & CeO, Powerhouse

James redford, Producer, Director

gia schneider, CeO, natel energy

19 sep 2017 Chasing the harvest in the heat

blanca a. bañuelos, Co-Director, migrant unit, California rural legal assistance inc.

gabriel thompson, freelance Journalist and author

l. ann thrupp, executive Director, Berkeley food institute

22 sep 2017 elizabeth Kolbert and david roberts: Covering Catastrophe

elizabeth Kolbert, Journalist, The New Yorker

david roberts, staff writer, Vox

03 oCt 2017 ai  WeiWei:  HUMAN FLOW

ai Weiwei, artist, filmmaker

17 oCt 2017 C1 |  10 Years 

forrest sawyer, former anchor, ABC World News Sunday
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steWards

larry birenbaum

peter boyer

terry boyer

susie tompkins buell

tom burns 

laurie dachs

al davis

bill duhamel

mark ferron

mike haas

John hofmeister

Jeff horowitz

mark Kriss

dave mount

noel perry 

toni rembe

William reilly

arthur rock

tony stayner

marc stuart

media partners

radio

Kqed, san francisco, California
KrCb, rohnert Park, California
Kspb, Pebble Beach, California
mpr, st. Paul, minnesota
npr now, sirius xm
WCpn, Cleveland, Ohio

television

Chn, san francisco, California
KCetlink, Burbank California; Directv 
KrCb, rohnert Park, California

20 oCt 2017 a Conversation With amY goodman and Kenneth Kimmell

amy goodman, Host, executive Producer, Democracy Now!

Kenneth Kimmell, President, union of Concerned scientists

31 oCt 2017 oppressive heat: Climate Change and Civil rights

ingrid brostrom, assistant Director, Center on race, Poverty & the environment
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Jerry taylor, President, niskanen Center
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Climate one at the Commonwealth Club is a thriving leadership dialogue 

on energy, the environment and the economy. it brings together top 

thinkers and doers from business, government, academia and advocacy 

groups to advance the discussion about a clean energy future.
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san francisco, Ca 94105
climateone.org
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